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[OF] Kate, 11:02:18 AM 

== /\ == /\ == /\ == EVENT: Nova 101 == /\ == /\ == /\ == 

Chistery, 11:03:32 AM 

gonna try to pop back and for between this and Character Creation Workshop. Luckily, I have a great 
Webmonkey working with me on the sim I CO and she's been walking me through a lot of Nova 

[OF] Wolf, 11:04:20 AM 

Hey all and welcome to Nova 101!  I'm Barstow and my and kates goal for this hour isTo show you some 
amazing things that could improve your website and make things easier for you and your crew. We want to 
show you examples of what is possible with Nova that you probably didn’t know it could. If you want to 
know more about something let us know. We plan on writing ‘how to do’ guides so you can do these things 
yourself.  We have a lot of information to get through, so, we ask that you hold questions until the end, we 
have a dedicated Q and A portion.  So, without further adeu... 

Griff, 11:04:36 AM 

Dang. I have a friend who is somewhat experienced with Nova’s various little niggles. She’ll be miffed that 
she missed this. 

[OF] Kate, 11:04:43 AM 

First we’d like to show you some sections of Nova everyone is familiar with, but you probably aren’t using 
to its full potential. What we’ll show you you now are ideas how you can improve you Nova website. 

[OF] Wolf, 11:05:30 AM 

The first thing we'd like to touch on are adding ranks and skins 

Most of us have added a new skin to our sites, which is fairly easy.  We upload it to our application/views 
directory.  However, with Nova 2 an extra step was added.  Now, after you upload, you need to goto the 
skin catalog in your admin control panel 
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Now, most times Nova will detect the new skin folder and give you the option to install it here.  But, what do 
you do if it doesn’t?  All you need to do is hit add skin.  You put in the directory name then just add the 
sections and you’re done. 
 
Ranks are just as easy.  They are managed in the rank catalog.  When you upload them they need to be 
put into the ds9/ranks folder.  In that folder you can have them in separate folders to help keep sets 
separate.  After that goto your rank catalog and add the set. 

 

Adding a new rank to your existing set you need to make sure you start at 0.  For example if I add a 
Cardassian Admiral I’d put the name, the rank number [ie 13 for this additional set] and set the ID number 
as 0.  The system selects the image sample for each one-command, ops, etc-by using the image ID’d as 0. 

[OF] Kate, 11:07:52 AM 

Next: Manifests! 

Most CO’s that use Nova as they simming website know the manifest feature. I want to give you some 
ideas what you can do with the manifest. 
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[OF] Kate, 11:08:26 AM 

The first image is of my own sim. Many of you will recognise this screen because it’s similar to most other 
websites. Even though we have 6 different manifests. Below that we have a simple explanation about it. 
Langley Station has several different section and to keep that all organised we decided to work with many 
different manifest. One for each part of the station. I’ve went with text only, but as my next example will 
show you can add way more to this view. 

 

This is the Merlin’s manifest. They added images for each different manifest, but also added a explanation 
of the different symbol they use on the manifest. This field allows for you to add coding so you can add 
images, links or a combination of those with text. 

Another neat modification you can do to the manifest is make custom symbols for PC/NPC/PNPC and 
LOA/ELOA. As you can see on both the manifest images. 

Griff, 11:10:22 AM 

Nifty. 😮 

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:10:40 AM 

Isn't that the Manifest Image Mod? 

(I can upload that here if you want me to) 😃 

[OF] Kate, 11:11:07 AM 

Mods will come later. 
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[OF] Sepandiyar, 11:11:08 AM 

Could be. I just do mine through the manifest admin in nova 

The icons can be adjusted in the common images folders. 

Rich, 11:11:51 AM 

takes notes 

[OF] Wolf, 11:12:09 AM 

The next thing we really just wanted to touch on is the specs.  while we all know how to add the specs for 
our sim, however, with nova you can add more than just the single specs for the ship 

 

[OF] Kate, 11:13:19 AM 

Next, the wiki! 
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The wiki section of Nova. Hated by some, loved by other, and some even ignore it. If you know how to use 
it, it offers a great way to store all that extra information about you simming environment that doesn’t fit in 
the other sections of Nova. There would probably be enough material to teach about the wiki to fill a panel 
on its own, so I’m just going to show you different way of doing your wiki. Starting with the main page. 

 

 

[OF] Kate, 11:14:05 AM 
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These images show 4 different option of doing the main page of your wiki. You can choose a text only list 
of the pages divided in different sections (like Langley). You can do text and add a few images (or in case 
of the Fawkes link images). You can do different lists and put a image as a header for each subject. (like 
the Merlin) Or you can do images only, leading each image to a category. (Like the Alexander). Important 
to remember is that you have the option to use coding in your main page, which gives you a lot of options 
to create a page that works for your sim. 

[OF] Sepandiyar, 11:14:31 AM 

All gorgeous 

[OF] Kate, 11:14:55 AM 

That is also the case with the wiki pages itself. Below a few images of the wiki of Langley. 

 

Rich, 11:15:07 AM 

Do certain skins work a certain way or is this all encompassing 

[OF] Kate, 11:15:16 AM 
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[OF] Sepandiyar, 11:15:22 AM 

All encompassing 

[OF] Kate, 11:15:33 AM 

You can use images in your page, lists (ordered or unordered), different header sizes and use bold, cursive 
and other text decorations. 

Marty, 11:15:41 AM 

It's putting imagery in the right place. in the coding? 

[OF] Sepandiyar, 11:15:59 AM 

No. It’s code just in the article. 

Marty, 11:16:36 AM 

I mean for all aspects of the Nova site 

[OF] Kate, 11:16:40 AM 

What @[OF] Sepandiyar said. 😃 

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:16:51 AM 
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Just wanted to point out, that the Wiki uses "Wiki Code" and HTML doesn't always work. 

[OF] Sepandiyar, 11:17:02 AM 

No. You can do it all through the nova admin GUI 

Marty, 11:17:03 AM 

stupid wiki code 

[BF] Camila, 11:17:17 AM 

The completed images are nice, but do you have examples of the wiki code to show on how to do it? 

[OF] Sepandiyar, 11:17:22 AM 

Yeah you gotta play with it @[TF] Kaede Kayano 

[PF]Reynard, 11:17:30 AM 

I've found it useful to dig into the skin CSS to adjust the layout more easily 

Rich, 11:17:45 AM 

So you just log in and you can tweak all? 

[OF] Sepandiyar, 11:17:50 AM 

Not everyone has those chops tho @slybrarian 

[OF] Becca, 11:17:55 AM 

@[OF] Sepandiyar Didn’t realise Alexander was so pretty. 

[OF] Kate, 11:18:08 AM(edited) 

@[BF] Camila  The how to will be provided later. This panel is just to give you some ideas about what is 
possible. 

[OF] Sepandiyar, 11:18:27 AM 

@[OF] Becca it’s like u dont know me. 

[OF] Sepandiyar, 11:18:41 AM 

Listens to @[OF] Kate 

[BF] Camila, 11:19:01 AM 

Thanks @[OF] Kate! 

[OF] Wolf, 11:19:29 AM 

the next thing we want to look at are mission groups. we all do the missions however with mission groups 
you can organize missions into 1 place.  the thing I've seen done is organiziong them into seasons 
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from a visitor point of view this makes looking over the missions a bit easier 

[OF] Kate, 11:20:52 AM 

Next topic: Decklisting 
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Everyone is familiar with this decklisting. With a row for each deck and everything that is on that deck in a 
row. 

 

Then there is this way of doing you decklisting. Still per deck, but this time instead of everything in a row 
they have chosen put the items in a list. Obviously this won’t work when you have a huge ship. Another 
thing you could add to your decklisting is make each item (or just some) clickable and link it directly to the 
tour item or wiki page. So that if someone is browsing the decklisting and they want more information about 
a item, they only have to click to read more about that item. 

Now there are those sims who are just huge. A decklisting in the style of the images before is almost 
impossible. I had this issue with Langley when we got started. How to create a decklisting that is easy to 
overview. And I’ve come up with the following. 
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Marty, 11:22:27 AM 

Pictures are great if you have deck by deck graphics of whatever class you use. 

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 11:22:30 AM 

Kate, I chose to drop them down like the second image.  It's just easier to read I think. 

[OF] Kate, 11:22:30 AM 

Instead of decks, I choose to go by sections of the station. And list the different decks or tiers per section. 
This is easier to navigate and once I get the tours finished I will link the items to the specific tour item. 

There is also another option I’ve once seen done (but couldn’t find a print screen of). That simulation had 
created a decklisting with a map included. It was a small ship with only a couple of decks but it looked 
really neat. 

[PF]Reynard, 11:23:42 AM 
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I've seen that with a Nova class before 

[OF] Kate, 11:23:59 AM 

The ship I was referring to was a Nova class indeed. 

Marty, 11:24:49 AM 

deck layout pic example 😉 

 

[BF] Kai1701E, 11:24:59 AM 

I hate Nova's deck listing thing. It doesn't always function with some skins, so I actually put it as a tour entry 

[OF] Kate, 11:25:22 AM 

That's also a way to do it. 

[OF] Wolf, 11:25:43 AM 

Next up, Access roles 

Access roles are probably the most useful thing in Nova.  They offer a way to give different accesses to 
different people so they can help with different parts of the site.  You could have a group that admins the 
wiki for example. 
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the above just is to ahow a few of the possible options 

For me personally I give my department heads power user access, which allows them to help with 
admitting basic parts of the site and some logs 

Griff, 11:27:49 AM 

Huh. Interesting. 

[OF] Kate, 11:28:15 AM 

Next: The bio form. Many are probably aware you can add bio fields to your bio form, or simply change the 
name of a existing one. But you can also create an entire new tab with multiple fields. 
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PD, 11:28:31 AM 

Is that a new function on Nova 2? O.o so could have done with that a few times instead of having to just 
give full admin acces 

[OF] Kate, 11:28:42 AM 

I’ve added a tab for station data. Security and Duty level are dropdown fields. There are a lot of option for 
you to expand the information on the bio page. Same goes for other sections of Nova. With most of the 
forms you can add your own fields. 

Griff, 11:29:08 AM 

scribbles notes furiously 

[OF] Wolf, 11:29:15 AM 

@PD its gotten better in 2 

this one is one of my favorites, the metadata 

Griff, 11:30:28 AM 

Honestly, after years on various Nova sims, I’ve never used metadata. 

[OF] Wolf, 11:30:54 AM 

the metadata is what shows up when you post a link, it usually says something about annodyne 

this can help you set your sim apart just having a quick blurb in there.  the followuing is from the merlins 
nova.php file 
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[OF] Mykul Sharr, 11:33:28 AM 

first thing I changed 

[OF] Wolf, 11:33:32 AM 

what you'll see is a blurb about the sim [what shows when you paste a link in discord] as well as search 
engine terms 

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 11:34:07 AM 

look through the recruitment areas, you can see the varying use of Meta Data I think 😃 

[OF] Becca, 11:34:09 AM 

Definitely a basic everyone forgets. 

[BF] greenfelt22, 11:35:06 AM 

Oh, I didn’t know you could do that. 

[OF] Kate, 11:35:13 AM 

That was the first part of this panel. Now we’d like to show some great mods created by some amazing 
people that will make your site easier to navigate around, easier for members to find stuff, or just makes it 
look even better. 

PNPC Mod: Puts the name of the PC behind the NPC between brackets as well as adds a extra 
imageclass for PNPC’s. 
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[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:35:50 AM 

You got any good Skins to recommend? 

[BF] greenfelt22, 11:35:51 AM 

What’s the file name for the metedata? 

[OF] Kate, 11:35:52 AM 

https://xtras.anodyne-productions.com/item/Krace/pnpc-icon 

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:36:28 AM 

_texts Krace whom he knows personally to let him know his mod is being talked about :P_ 

Rich, 11:36:44 AM 

Like "lt Jones played by commander Smith"? 

[OF] Kate, 11:36:46 AM 

@[TF] Kaede Kayano The anodyne website has some great skins on it! 

[OF] Wolf, 11:36:55 AM 

@[BF] greenfelt22 nova.php 

[BF] greenfelt22, 11:37:02 AM 

Thanks! 

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:37:05 AM 

@[OF] Kate I know, some of them are mine 😛 

[OF] Kate, 11:37:10 AM 

😃 

Rich, 11:37:12 AM 
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Lol 

[OF] Wolf, 11:38:25 AM 

the next mod adds rank colors to the rank selection.  its not on the annodyne site, however, it's one that i 
really liked 

https://xtras.anodyne-productions.com/item/Krace/shipmission-status 

sorry wrong link 

[OF] Kate, 11:39:41 AM 

https://github.com/mooeypoo/Nova2-Mod--Stylized-Rank-Selects 

[OF] Sepandiyar, 11:39:49 AM 

Wrong link could have gone way wrong lol 

[OF] Wolf, 11:40:00 AM 

lol 

there it is 

[OF] Kate, 11:41:25 AM 

Ship/Mission Status Mod: Gives you the option to add information about your mission or the status of your 
vessel to your site. Highly customisable! 

[SA] Wes of Star Army, 11:41:31 AM 

Side note: I always thought it was an accident waiting to happen to put the computer core directly behind 
the waverider engines >,> 

[OF] Kate, 11:41:40 AM 
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[OF] Kate, 11:41:55 AM 

https://xtras.anodyne-productions.com/item/Krace/shipmission-status 

[BF] Kai1701E, 11:42:09 AM 

I have found with that mod that it doesn't always work correctly without tweaking some files 

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:42:45 AM 

Agreed, it does need tweaking at times. But thats because the coding is getting a little old now and isn't 
always compatible with newer PHP versions. 

[OF] Wolf, 11:43:09 AM 

aye, there are ... what kayano said 😄 

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:43:18 AM 

Boom! 

[BF] Kai1701E, 11:43:38 AM 

Yeah, stoooopid PHP 

[OF] Wolf, 11:44:04 AM 

another one i like from mooeypoo adds the rank pip and award images in the bio, with awards under the 
img 

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:44:15 AM 

I NEED THAT ONE! 

[OF] Wolf, 11:44:17 AM 

https://github.com/mooeypoo/Nova2-Mod--Crew-Bio-Page 

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:44:26 AM 

Been looking to do that for bloody years! 

[TF] Qazzy, 11:44:33 AM 

Me too 

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:44:41 AM 
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I used to do that manually in SMS.... 

[OF] Kate, 11:44:56 AM 

Convert Personal Log to OOC Discussions: Gives you the opportunity to use the Personal Log function (if 
you’re not using that) as a way to discuss information with your crew. For example mission information.  
https://xtras.anodyne-productions.com/item/jordanjay29/convert-personal-logs-to-ooc-discussions 

[BF] Kai1701E, 11:45:50 AM 

Anyone got a working example of the mooey one that shows images? 

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:46:00 AM 

On the Manifest? 

[OF] Wolf, 11:46:15 AM 

this one you saw for the manifest section, and again from mooeypoo [i really like her mods] and puts the 
char img on the manifest 

[BF] Kai1701E, 11:46:18 AM 

in the bio 

[OF] Wolf, 11:46:27 AM 

https://github.com/mooeypoo/Nova2-Mod--Manifest-Details 

[OF] Becca, 11:46:40 AM 

 

Marty, 11:46:49 AM 
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the mods are great for Nova. 

[OF] Kate, 11:47:07 AM 

Next Mod: Sort by Timeline Mod: Gives you the option to sort your posted mission posts in the correct IC 
order. Instead of order they have been posted in. 
https://xtras.anodyne-productions.com/item/jts2485/sort-by-timeline 

[BF] Kai1701E, 11:47:16 AM 

LOVE THE TIMELINE MOD 

[PF]Reynard, 11:47:23 AM 

what sorcery is this 

[OF] Kate, 11:47:29 AM 

 

Taral1701, 11:47:49 AM 

This is the only mod I’ve used so far and it’s the literal best. 

[NDF] Cael Maz, 11:48:18 AM 

I adore Timeline and 18+ 

[OF] Becca, 11:48:24 AM 

I need this mod in my life 

[OF] Wolf, 11:48:36 AM 

this one is from the annodyne mods section, and i love it.  i use it for our discord and fb display on the sim 
site 

https://xtras.anodyne-productions.com/item/Krace/infobox 

[BF] aio, 11:48:56 AM 
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Without the timeline mod, my sims would die lol. I have posts all over the timeline lol 

[OF] Becca, 11:49:15 AM 

Relatable 

[OF] Kate, 11:49:17 AM 

CKEditor Mod: Adds a WYSIWYG editor for you Mission posts, news items, PL’s and PM’s. 
https://xtras.anodyne-productions.com/item/Krace/ckeditor 

 

[OF]Harrington, 11:50:52 AM(edited) 

10 minute warning 

[OF] Wolf, 11:50:57 AM 

with limited time left this may end up in overflow, but, Now comes the third part. The Q and A. If you have 
any questions about Nova, now’s your time to ask. Just keep in mind that we don’t have the opportunity to 
go in depth into a certain aspect. Or can fix your site during this panel. If there will be a question we can’t 
answer right now we will park it and get back to you at a later time. 

[OF] Kate, 11:51:37 AM 

One at a time... 

[NDF] Cael Maz, 11:51:45 AM 

glues his rear end to the seat and pays VERY close attention But not before tending to kiddos lol 

[OF] Wolf, 11:52:59 AM 

any questions, threats of bodily harm...? ;p 

[OF] Becca, 11:54:03 AM 

Most useful mod you have on your sites that you cannot do without? 

[BF] greenfelt22, 11:54:23 AM 

The PNPC mod. 

[BF] Kai1701E, 11:54:24 AM 

Timeline and PNPC by far 

[BF] greenfelt22, 11:54:27 AM 

Hands down. 
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[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:54:38 AM 

I think you should mention, that some of these mods won't work together unless modified! 

[OF] Kate, 11:54:43 AM 

PNPC mod. With 64 NPC's I can't go without that one 

Marty, 11:54:45 AM 

some mods are sim exclusives or are they all available on Anodyne? 

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:54:54 AM 

Trust me, I've tried -_-' 

[OF] Wolf, 11:55:26 AM 

most are on annodyne, the few i posted are on github, i used to sim with their creator 

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 11:55:46 AM 

And don't mix them, or you'll end up giving NOVA its version of a brain aneurysm 

[OF] Kate, 11:55:54 AM 

Some need slight modifications but they should work on most sites. 

[PF]Reynard, 11:56:09 AM 

yeah you have to be real careful about mixing things that affect the same pages 

[STF] JoeP, 11:56:23 AM 

This might be a silly question, but what’s the license for Nova? 

[OF] Wolf, 11:56:40 AM 

open i believe? 

[BF] greenfelt22, 11:56:41 AM 

It’s free 

[PF]Reynard, 11:56:41 AM 

keep backups, and if you can try it out on a test site first 

[OF]Harrington, 11:57:39 AM 

We need to start wrapping this up and moving it to #overflow-one   so the next panel can start.. 3 minutes 

[OF] Kate, 11:57:48 AM 
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Thank you all for participating this panel. It was great to show you a little bit of the possibilities you have 
with Nova. As mentioned before, we plan on writing guides on several of the things we showed you today 
for the Obsidian Fleet Database. If you’re interested in a guide, please send me a DM and I’ll let you know 
when it comes online. Same goes if you need technical assistance with Nova, we’d love to help you. 
Contact either of us by DM and we’ll see if we can help. 

[BF] aio, 11:58:03 AM 

2 Minute Warning. Please move any discussion from the current panel to #overflow-one 

[PF]Reynard, 11:58:09 AM 

https://help.anodyne-productions.com/article/nova-2/nova-license-agreement 

Draxx, 11:58:45 AM 

[OF] Wolf  @[OF] Kate  thank you 

PD, 11:59:00 AM 

@[OF] Kate  [OF] Wolf  thank you for the insight into Nova 🙂 

[OF] Wolf, 11:59:29 AM 

we were happy to do it 😄 

[OF] Becca, 11:59:47 AM 

❤ ❤  

[STF] JoeP, 12:00:27 PM 

Now it’s going to be Nova, which apparently has a modified BSD 4 clause license 

[PF]Reynard, 12:01:48 PM 

i wonder if nova nextgen is ever actually going to happen 

[BF] greenfelt22, 12:02:11 PM 

It is in progress. A few people have been working on it. 

[STF] JoeP, 12:04:45 PM 

What’s that? 

[OF] Kate, 12:05:44 PM 

It's the new version of Nova. 

[STF] JoeP, 12:06:23 PM 

What’s the goal of doing a new one? 

Sorry, I literally know next to nothing about Nova because when I tried to look at it a few years ago I found 
the documentation to be too much of a mess to risk using. 

[BF] greenfelt22, 12:13:17 PM 
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Nova’s code is horribly outdated, and requires legacy versions of PHP to use. The internet has moved onto 
bigger and better things. A new one is simply a modernized version for a new age, @[STF] JoeP 

[STF] JoeP, 12:13:45 PM 

Ahh gotcha. Like a PhP 5 type problem? 

[BF] greenfelt22, 12:14:28 PM 

Yeah. pHP is on 7 now. 

It still works. Just glitchy. 

[STF] JoeP, 12:14:54 PM 

Sounds very similar to our old problem, though I bet our case was worse. We were stuck on Drupal 5 

[BF] greenfelt22, 12:15:13 PM 

And years of using it have shown some nasty stretch marks. 

[STF] JoeP, 12:15:36 PM 

Anything used over years gets those stretch marks 

[BF] greenfelt22, 12:15:44 PM 

Yep. 

WiseOwlSTF, 12:22:49 PM 

Nova looks interesting so is it still viable to use? 

[OF] Kate, 12:26:01 PM 

I think yes, 

[STF] JoeP, 12:26:45 PM 

@WiseOwlSTF We wouldn’t use it though. 

WiseOwlSTF, 12:27:31 PM 

Is it an actual platform? 

Or is it like storyboarding tools? 

[OF] Kate, 12:27:54 PM 

No, its software you install on your hosting. 

WiseOwlSTF, 12:28:16 PM 

ohhh ok thx 

Not what I was thinking of it of 

I was thinking it was a storyboard tool for GMing 
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[STF] JoeP, 12:29:51 PM 

Yeah, basically what we had Drupal for and what we now use Exodus for 

WiseOwlSTF, 12:30:14 PM 

ok thx Joe 

I am always on the look out for storyboarding tools and such 

Louis Harvatt|Star-Fleet, 12:31:03 PM 

As am I 

[STF] JoeP, 12:31:09 PM 

_nods_ someone was talking about one the other day 

But I forget what it was. But you probably already know because you’re on the lookout. 

[BF] greenfelt22, 12:32:12 PM 

My recommendation is always put up a test site and play with it. If you like it, great. If not, there’s plenty of 
other tools. 
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